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This week, OKX, the second-ranked crypto exchange in CoinGecko’s trust score rankings, will host a
spectacular ICO for Tamadoge (TAMA).

OKX has announced that they will be adding support for the TAMA/USDT trading pair on Tuesday,
September 27 at 11:00 UTC. Tamadoge will also be available on OKX’s decentralized exchange
(DEX) on the same day at 17:00 UTC.

The Next Big Thing in Cryptocurrencies
Tamadoge’s presale ended earlier this quarter, and the coin will be launched for the first time on
OKX, an exchange that now features more than 350 different cryptos.

Even though it was planned to go until the end of Q4 2022, the presale ended up earning $19 million
in less than eight weeks, making it one of the year’s most talked-about token sales.
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In the News Media
Augusta Free Press, BeInCrypto, Bitcoinist, CoinPedia, CNBC, Cryptonews, EconomyWatch,
InsideBitcoins, Outlook India, The Cryptonomist, The Economic Times, The Tech Report, U.Today,
Yahoo Finance, Washington City Paper, and ZyCrypto were just some of the publications that
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covered the news about Tamadoge.

Among the most recent reviewers are Pro Game Guides and Capital.com, a top online broker for
foreign exchange and stocks.

Purchased Volume
In the last hours of the presale, crypto investors in Discord groups placed buy orders for as much as
55.8 ETH at a TAMA price of $0.03.

The initial exchange offering (IEO) listing price will similarly be $0.05, therefore the high demand
seen so far may continue throughout the sale.

Investors with a lot of money, known as “whales,” who bought TAMA at its lowest price ever ($0.01)
in the beta sale are expected to hang onto their shares for a substantial profit (ROI).
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Tamadoge Tokenomics
Tamadoge is a meme coin and play-to-earn crypto asset that may be used as the in-game currency
for a new NFT-based metaverse game in which players take care of digital pets from infancy all the
way through adulthood.

Good morning, #TamadogeArmy! ☀️

Comment below why #Tamadoge is the best #memecoin of 2022? ⬇️

— TAMADOGE (@Tamadogecoin) September 12, 2022

As a deflationary mechanism, 5% of the transaction fee is burned whenever a player uses TAMA to
purchase in-game pet food or accessories, reducing the total number of circulating TAMA tokens by
2%. TAMA is an ERC-20 token with a maximum supply of 2 billion coins.

When compared to other meme coins, such as Shiba Inu and Dogecoin, its clear use case and fixed
supply may allow for more sustained price growth in the long run. This would mean that the asset
would not experience the ‘pump and dump’ price action and deep retracement that has plagued
other digital currencies in the past year.
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Transparency
The Tamadoge project had its legality as a cryptocurrency and its smart contracts verified by
independent third-party services Solid Proof Audit and CoinSniper KYC before its presale began.

We are happy to announce that we have completed the smart contract audit for
@Tamadogecoin

Need an audit?https://t.co/i3evxJTtOP

Check out the full audit report here:https://t.co/y7FIJcRJbT#SmartContracts
#Blockchain pic.twitter.com/WsHru9d8yP

— SolidProof.io Official (@SolidProof_io) August 10, 2022

Next, the Tamadoge team members were introduced, with bios appearing on tamadoge.io and in the
project’s accompanying whitepaper.

E.ric Lamontagne, a seasoned full-stack Web3 developer, joins the likes of Carl Dawkins, Thomas
Seabrook, Neil Palethorpe, Siphamandla Mjoli, and others.

Carl Dawkins, head of growth, uploads an AMA session to the Tamadoge YouTube channel every
week; the latest one was posted today.
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Exchange Listings
When it comes to cryptocurrency exchange listings, Tamadoge isn’t stopping with OKX and its DEX;
other platforms will be added in the coming weeks. OKX’s 24-hour trading volume regularly ranges
between $1.3 and $2 billion, making it the largest centralized exchange to declare an initial
exchange offering to date.

Onboarding to @Tamadogecoin is now fasters than ever!�
Buy $ETH from 125+ countries with @Transak & convert for $TAMA

Full Story� https://t.co/DoWAHaoZWq
Start Today� https://t.co/Gxk3NaKiLj
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Onboarding the next billion+ users to web3! #Transak#TAMA #TAMADOGE #P2E
#BuyCrypto

— Transak (@Transak) September 1, 2022

The strategic relationship between Tamadoge and Transak, a fiat on-ramp and payments platform,
will provide players with yet another option for purchasing TAMA upon the introduction of the
Tamadoge mobile app around the world.
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